The Tempur® Mattress,
Pillow and Bed Collections
feel comfort, feel support, feel TEMPUR®
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Feel the difference of TEMPUR®

Ordinary spring mattresses
can cause unnatural
sleeping positions and
pressure resulting in
numbness and discomfort.

Sleep Innovation
In the 1970’s, NASA developed a pressure absorbing
material to help cushion and support astronauts during
lift-off. Scientists working at what would become
TEMPUR production facilities perfected this material
for use in sleep products. Today, TEMPUR is the only
mattress and pillow brand licensed by the US Space
Foundation to use the Certified Technology Seal.
TEMPUR builds on its history of innovation by continuing
to improve and develop new material and products that
deliver the best night’s sleep.

Superior Comfort and Support
Once you have slept on a TEMPUR mattress and pillow,
you realise there is no comparison. The TEMPUR
temperature-sensitive material conforms to the shape of
your body. It reduces the discomfort caused by pressure
points by redistributing pressure so you can immediately
relax into your most comfortable sleeping position
and remain there fully supported. It is this balance of
outstanding comfort and superior support that has
earned TEMPUR a number 1 ranking for `overall customer
satisfaction´ and `overall quality of sleep´ in each of the
12 countries surveyed*.

Trusted Results and Dependable Quality
TEMPUR products are recognised and purchased by
hospitals, nursing homes and sleep centres worldwide
for the comfort and superior support they provide.
Satisfied customers also report that these products have
provided comfort when suffering with back, joint and
neck problems, as well as sleep difficulties. TEMPUR
material is produced solely in company owned facilities
where the products are developed and tested to ensure
the highest standards of quality and are all supported by
a comprehensive guarantee.

Personalised Solutions
With 3 mattress collections and a range of pillow and
complementary products, there is a TEMPUR solution to
fit everybody. Read more about our mattresses in this
brochure, or discover what suits you best by simply trying
out TEMPUR products for yourself in a store near you.
Visit www.tempur.com for details of
authorised stockists.

* T he findings are based on interviews with over 5,000 recent mattress purchasers in 12 European countries (Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
The Netherlands and Belgium, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Spain, Switzerland and the UK). The percentage of satisfaction is high in each country but not identical.
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TEMPUR® mattress collections
A perfect fit for everybody
Because everyone’s definition of comfort is different,
TEMPUR offers 3 different mattress collections, each
with a distinct feel. Try them and let your body choose.

TEMPUR® Original

TEMPUR® Cloud

TEMPUR® Sensation

a supportive, softer feel

a supportive,
traditional feel

The TEMPUR material was
originally developed by NASA to
relieve the pressure experienced
by astronauts during lift off.
It is these pressure relieving
qualities which provide the core
benefits of TEMPUR® Original –
outstanding comfort and support,
with a firmer feel.

The TEMPUR® Cloud Mattress
Collection offers an innovative
balance of softness and support.
It combines the unique TEMPUR
material with a newly developed,
softer, comfort layer for a feeling
of instant relaxation.

The TEMPUR® Sensation Mattress
Collection provides the familiar
feel of a traditional spring
mattress combined with the
amazing comfort and support
of TEMPUR. All mattresses in this
collection have a specially cut
durable base layer for a more
traditional feel.

MATTRESS LAYERS*

MATTRESS LAYERS*

MATTRESS LAYERS*

TEMPUR COMFORT LAYER

TEMPUR EXTRA SOFT COMFORT LAYER

TEMPUR COMFORT LAYER

TEMPUR SUPPORT LAYER

TEMPUR SUPPORT LAYER

TEMPUR SUPPORT LAYER

DURABLE BASE

DURABLE BASE

SPECIALLY CUT DURABLE BASE

a supportive, firmer feel

When you lie down on a TEMPUR mattress it conforms
to the shape of your body - soft where you want it
and firm where you need itTM. A TEMPUR mattress will
let your body find its most comfortable position and
support it there for you best night’s sleep. The TEMPUR
material redistributes your body weight and reduces
pressure points that on conventional mattresses can
lead to numbness and the need to toss and turn during
the night. In addition, the properties of TEMPUR material
means that partners are less disturbed by each
other’s movements and can therefore enjoy a better
night’s sleep.

Maintenance
Maintaining a TEMPUR mattress is easy. Thanks to the
permanent memory of the material, the mattress will
return to its original shape every time. As a result, the
mattress does not require flipping or turning.
The TEMPUR material is hypoallergenic, containing no
commonly known allergens, and the mattress covers
are anti-microbial treated to inhibit the growth of
microorganisms and improve freshness. All covers are
certified to meet Oeko-Tex® 100 standards, which means
that they have been tested for harmful substances.
Many covers can also be removed for washing.

*An illustrative guide
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T EMPUR ® O R I G I N A L M A T T RE S S C O L L E C T I O N

TEMPUR® Original 20
The TEMPUR® Original 20 mattress offers the key benefits of TEMPUR – superior comfort and support. It has a simple,
stylish design and the cover can be conveniently removed for washing.

A
B
C

		 20
A

2 cm

TEMPUR comfort layer

B

7 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

11 cm

Durable base

TEMPUR® Original Deluxe 22
The TEMPUR® Original Deluxe 22 mattress has a quilted cover with a 2cm layer of TEMPUR® soft-touch material for a
luxurious look and an amazing comfort with all the benefits of TEMPUR.

A
B
C

		 22
A

2 cm

Quilted TEMPUR cover

B

9 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

11 cm

Durable base

TEMPUR® Original Deluxe 27
The TEMPUR® Original Deluxe 27 mattress is a more luxurious version of the Deluxe 22. It has a deeper profile,
which makes the mattress softer and for even more comfort it also contains an extra 3cm TEMPUR comfort layer
under the TEMPUR® soft-touch quilted cover.

A
B
C
D

		

27

A

2 cm

Quilted TEMPUR cover

B

3 cm

TEMPUR comfort layer

C

7 cm

D

2x7.5 cm

TEMPUR support layer
Durable base

Standard stocked UK sizes
cm
ft/in

4

Half King

Single

Single (long)

Double

King

Euro King

Super King

75x200
2’6”x6’6”

90x190
3’x6’3”

90x200
3’x6’6”

135x190
4’6”x6’3”

150x200
5’x6’6”

160x200
5’3”x6’6”

180x200
6’x6’6”

Other special sizes are available. Please refer to retail price list for details. Longer delivery lead time may apply.
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T EMPUR ® C L O U D M A T T RE S S C O L L E C T I O N

TEMPUR® Cloud 19
The TEMPUR® Cloud 19 mattress offers a supportive softer feel for those who find the Original range too firm.
The newly introduced TEMPUR® Extra-Soft layer gives a feeling of immediate relaxation with the same support
quality as other TEMPUR mattresses.

A
B
C

		

19

A

4 cm

TEMPUR ES comfort layer

B

4 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

11 cm

Durable base

TEMPUR® Cloud 22
The TEMPUR® Cloud 22 mattress sits in the middle of this range. The Cloud 22 offers more support and relaxation
than the Cloud 19 thanks to deeper support and TEMPUR® Extra-Soft comfort layers.

A
B
C

		

22

A

6 cm

TEMPUR ES comfort layer

B

5 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

11 cm

Durable base

TEMPUR® Cloud 25
The TEMPUR® Cloud 25 mattress is the most luxurious and supportive mattress of the Cloud range, with the
durability and benefits that you expect from TEMPUR. As the height of the Cloud mattress increases, so does
its softness and support. The cover can be easily removed for washing.

A
B
C

		

25

A

7 cm

TEMPUR ES comfort layer

B

7 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

11 cm

Durable base

Standard stocked UK sizes
cm
ft/in

Half King

Single

Single (long)

Double

King

Euro King

Super King

75x200
2’6”x6’6”

90x190
3’x6’3”

90x200
3’x6’6”

135x190
4’6”x6’3”

150x200
5’x6’6”

160x200
5’3”x6’6”

180x200
6’x6’6”

Other special sizes are available. Please refer to retail price list for details. Longer delivery lead time may apply.
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T EMPUR ® S E N S A T I O N M A T T RE S S C O L L E C T I O N

TEMPUR® Sensation 19
The TEMPUR® Sensation 19 mattress offers all the benefits and comfort of TEMPUR, with the traditional feel of a
spring mattress with a specially designed durable base.

A
		

19

A

5 cm

TEMPUR comfort layer

B

14 cm

Specially cut durable base

B

TEMPUR® Sensation 25
The TEMPUR® Sensation 25 mattress has all of the benefits of TEMPUR, it feels closer to a conventional spring
mattress and offers greater support thanks to its support layers.

A

		

25

A

2 cm

TEMPUR comfort layer

B

5 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

14 cm

Specially cut durable base

D

4 cm

Supporting base layer

B
C

D

TEMPUR® Sensation Deluxe 25
The TEMPUR® Sensation Deluxe 25 mattress combines a soft cover, greater support and a specially engineered base
that has been designed to deliver more ‘bounce’ than a typical TEMPUR mattress.

A
B
C

		

25

A

2 cm

TEMPUR comfort layer

B

7 cm

TEMPUR support layer

C

12 cm

Specially cut durable base

D

4 cm

Supporting base layer

D

Standard stocked UK sizes
cm
ft/in

6

Half King

Single

Single (long)

Double

King

Super King

75x200
2’6”x6’6”

90x190
3’x6’3”

90x200
3’x6’6”

135x190
4’6”x6’3”

150x200
5’x6’6”

180x200
6’x6’6”

Other special sizes are available. Please refer to retail price list for details. Longer delivery lead time may apply.
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T EMPUR ® P I L L O W C oll e ction

Traditional Pillows
The Traditional Pillow provides TEMPUR comfort and support in a more
traditional pillow design. All Traditional Pillows are made from a patented
TEMPUR envelope containing thousands of TEMPUR micro-cushions, which
provide the plush comfort you want whilst maintaining the pressure relief.

Original

The Traditional Pillow by Tempur®

The SENSATION Pillow by Tempur®
This pillow gives you the comfort and support of the Traditional Pillow,
but has been designed to complement the look of the Sensation Mattress
Collection.

Sensation

This pillow is made with a specially developed TEMPUR® ES (Extra-Soft)
material, to provide an innovative balance of softness and support.
Ideal for those who want the support that TEMPUR can offer with a softer
pillow feel.

Cloud

The CLOUD Pillow by Tempur®

Specially Shaped Pillow
The Original Pillow is a support pillow and is recommended
for those who need a more therapeutic sleep posture. The design follows
your natural curve supporting your head, neck and shoulders to help align
your spine and give you a perfect night’s sleep.

Original

The Original Pillow by Tempur®
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T EMPUR ® B e d C oll e ction
The ideal sleep experience combines form as well as function. With a range of attractive bed frames, TEMPUR
provides not only a great night’s sleep, but also the perfect aesthetic solution for your bedroom. Choose between
various styles and colours to complement your décor. The TEMPUR® Bed Collection consists of three different types
of beds: Bedsteads, Ottoman and Adjustable in all UK standard sizes.

Unrivalled Guarantee
The TEMPUR® Bed Collection comes with the same fantastic 15 year limited guarantee as the
TEMPUR® Mattress Collection to give you many years of trouble free, comfortable sleep.

Bedstead
The TEMPUR Bedsteads
are a range of luxurious
traditional designs and elegant
contemporary styles. There
really is a bed to suit all tastes
and with an extensive range of
colours you are sure to find the
perfect match for your bedroom.
Our deep divan bedstead has
optional built-in drawers, which
is perfect if you need that extra
bit of storage space.

Exterior sizes of bed frames W x L x H (cm)
Auvergne Divan Deep 2 LHF Drawer

Ottoman
The TEMPUR Ottoman Bed is
ideal in situations where a lot of
storage is required. The storage
space is hidden, simply lift the
top of the bed to reveal a huge
convenient space. Perfect for
keeping bed linen and other
items stored away out of sight.

Single

Single (long)

Small Double

Double

King

Super King

120x190x36

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

90x190x36

Auvergne Divan Deep 4 Drawer			
Auvergne Divan Deep with 2 LHF cont Drawer

Adjustable
The TEMPUR Adjustable Bed
allows you to automatically
select the best position for
sleeping, watching TV, reading
and relaxing. At the touch of
a button, you can adjust your
head, legs or both to any one of
the positions that is most suited
to you. We also offer a massage
system to help soothe all those
aches and pains.

90x190x36

Auvergne Deep with cont 4 Drawer			

120x190x36

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

Auvergne Divan Deep

90x190x36		

120x190x36

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

Auvergne Deep Adjustable

90x200x41		

120x200x41

135x200x41

150x200x41

180x200x41

150x200x41

180x200x41

Auvergne Deep Adjustable Foot and LHF Side Drawer		

90x200x41

Auvergne Deep Adjustable Foot and Side Drawer					
Auvergne Deep Adjustable 2 LHF Drawers		
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90x200x41

Auvergne Deep Adjustable 4 Drawer					

150x200x41

180x200x41

Biarritz Bedstead				

145x204x139

159x214x139

189x214x139

Biarritz Ottoman				

145x204x139

159x214x139

189x214x139

Biarritz Low Bedstead				

145x204x139

159x214x139

189x214x139

Biarritz Low Ottoman				

145x204x139

159x214x139

189x214x139

Montpellier Bedstead				

154x203x127

169x213x127

199x213x127

Montpellier Ottoman				

154x203x127

169x213x127

199x213x127

Antibes Bedstead

145x210x103

160x220x103

190x220x103

			

Provence Bedstead				

145x223x99

160x233x99

190x233x99

Trouville Bedstead				

144x206x130

159x216x130

189x216x130

Honfleur Bedstead				

147x245x130

162x255x130

192x255x130

Bed base heights shown in this brochure are from the floor to the top of the bed base. Adjustable bed maximum weight: 140 kg per mechanism.
Bedstead / Ottoman maximum weight capacity: 300 kg for Double and King. 400 kg for Superking. Ottoman maximum storage weight capacity: approximately 20 kg.
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The Auvergne Divan
and Adjustable Divan
The Auvergne is a superior bed. Its upholstery comes in four
colour options and a choice of three headboards. If you need
storage, there are a number of drawer options available
which give you plenty of under-bed space. This is a high
quality bed offering a wide range of options.
The Auvergne also comes in an adjustable option, allowing
you to change the position of your head, hips or legs while
lying down or lift yourself to a sitting position with ease.

DIVAN & ADJUSTABLE
DIVAN OPTIONS

Headboards

	Plain	Profiled

Buttoned

Colours

Charcoal

Chocolate	Parchment	Platinum

Drawers

Drawer

Non Drawer

See price list or website for the various drawer configurations.
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T EMPUR ® B e d C oll e ction

The Biarritz Bedstead
and Ottoman
The Biarritz gives you the support of a tall padded bedstead
in a clean, confident modern design with a choice of
contemporary colours. Choose from two grades of fabric,
including a natural high linen content option.
The Biarritz ottoman version comes with all the same great
options as the bedstead, but lifts up to reveal a convenient
storage space inside the bed. The ideal solution where a lot
of storage space is needed, perfect for keeping bed linen and
other items stored away out of sight.

B edstead & O ttoma n
OPTIONS

Grade A Colours

Charcoal

Chocolate	Parchment	Platinum

Grade B Colours

Slate

Breeze

Driftwood

Low Headboard

10
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The Montpellier Bedstead
and Ottoman
The Montpellier is a relaxing traditional bedstead which includes
a comfortably padded headboard in a simple classic design.
There’s a choice of 10 colours and is available in two grades
of fabric, so you can pick the perfect match for your bedroom.
The Montpellier ottoman version comes with all the same
great options as the bedstead, but lifts up to provide a wealth
of storage space inside the bed. The ideal solution where a lot
of storage space is needed, perfect for keeping bed linen and
other items stored away out of sight.

B edstead & O ttoma n
OPTIONS
Grade A Colours

Charcoal

Chocolate	Parchment	Platinum

Grade B Colours

	Red

Natural

Grey

Slate

Breeze

Driftwood

11
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T EMPUR ® B e d C oll e ction

The Provence Bedstead
The Provence is a delicately curved bedstead in a refined
style, with a pretty floral design on its fabric. It offers a wide
choice of colours and is available in two grades of fabric,
including a linen and unrefined cotton material.

B edstead O P T I O N S
Grade A Colours

Charcoal

Chocolate	Parchment	Platinum

Grade B Colours

Slate

Breeze

Driftwood

Jute

Ivory

The Antibes Bedstead
The simple, stylish Antibes bedstead, with its classic
minimalist design, suits all kinds of bedroom types. It offers
a range of colours to choose from and is available in two
grades of fabric. The Antibes’ chrome feet add a dash of
contemporary styling.

B edstead O P T I O N S
Grade A Colours

Charcoal

Chocolate	Parchment	Platinum

Grade B Colours

Slate

Breeze

Driftwood
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The Trouville Bedstead
The Trouville is a stylish upholstered bedstead, given a distinctive
look by the studded detailing on its headboard and footend.
Its elegant curved design is complemented by a choice of
exclusive soft velvet look fabrics. These fabrics are protected
by the advanced Aquaclean upholstery technology so stains
come off easily with water.

The Honfleur Bedstead
The Honfleur is a sumptuous handmade bedstead in a classic
curved style, available in a choice of three delightfully soft
velvet fabric colours. This is a bed of great substance and quality,
enhanced by a set of solid mahogany feet.

B edstead O P T I O N S
Colours

Ivory	Mushroom

Graphite

B edstead O P T I O N S
Colours

	Malachite

Taupe

Lavender
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Products

Guarantee
2 years

3 years

Washing
5 Years

15 Years*

Cover - Washing

TEMPUR® Original 20				

x	Mattress Cover - 60 °C

TEMPUR® Original Deluxe 22				

x

Do Not Wash

TEMPUR® Original Deluxe 27				

x

Do Not Wash

TEMPUR® Cloud 19				

x	Mattress Cover - 40 °C

TEMPUR® Cloud 22				

x	Mattress Cover - 40 °C

TEMPUR® Cloud 25				

x	Mattress Cover - 40 °C

TEMPUR® Sensation 19				

x	Mattress Cover - 60 °C

TEMPUR® Sensation 25				

x	Mattress Cover - 60 °C

TEMPUR® Sensation Deluxe 25				

x	Mattress Cover - 40 °C

The Antibes				

x

N/A		

The Auvergne				

x

N/A		

The Honfleur				

x

N/A		

The Montpellier				

x

N/A		

The Biarritz				

x

N/A		

The Trouville				

x

Aquaclean Technology

The Provence				

x

N/A
N/A

Adjustable Bed Motor

x				

Remote Control

x				
N/A

Massage Unit

x				
N/A

Pillows (except Cloud)		

x			Pillow Cover - 60 °C

Cloud Pillow		

x			Pillow Cover - 40 °C

All covers have a 2 year guarantee.
*G
 uaranteed for 15 years from the date of your purchase against:
Physical defects and changes which cause a visible indentation more than 2cm in the TEMPUR Material (Does not apply to The Traditional Pillow
by Tempur®, The Sensation Pillow by Tempur®, The Could Pillow by Tempur® and The Deluxe Pillow by Tempur®). The guarantee does not cover
normal changes in hardness or properties which do not affect the pressure relieving properties. If the claim under the guarantee is valid TEMPUR
will provide you with an equivalent replacement product. If you make a valid claim under the guarantee after 5 years from the date of purchase
TEMPUR will provide you with an equivalent replacement mattress subject to you paying a percentage of the price of the mattress as follows:
Year 6

10%

Year 11

Year 7

20%

Year 12

70%

Year 8

30%

Year 13

80%

Year 9

40%

Year 14

90%

Year 10

50%

Year 15

100%

60%

The price is set on the basis of the price in force at any given time.
Please refer to our website for full guarantee details and terms and conditions.
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For your best
night’s sleep
• Unique body support
• Immediate relaxation
• Undisturbed sleep
• Less tossing and turning
• Superior comfort

For more information visit

www.tempur.com
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